I

Want To Be a Tree

I

want to be a tree.

I know that this desire lives outside the cuniculum.
lrrationality is man's favourite home
One man's love is another's superstition.
I am the tree that wears passion's baggy clothes.
My hair soaks fear, my leaves the planet's poison air.
There is memory, always half-eaten,
and there's sleep, inevitably rural.
There's also sunlight, always a neighbour.
It's summer. And so the road's deathless fever.

-

want to be a tree,
as naturally branched as the body's posture in sleep.
To woo birds - they avoid men and motion to sit on trees.
I

l'm leaning against a statue of sunlight.
The wind affects us unequally.
I wonder why tree branches
do not behave like curtains in the wind.
Or why we fail to hear creepers knocking at the door.
I want to be a treeThe wind escaped being written.
The fire's autograph, the shrivelled sunlight on trees.
Seasons arrive like prompters in a play.
The trees perform without the need to pluck claps.
I am an extra filling out the frame.
Change, cycles, the spiky heads of moss,
the menstrual stillness and the piracy of affection.
I want to be a tree.
Air a doll between my leaves,
prayer as inconsequential as mimicry.
Only blood needs religion.
And so there is none among plants.
Only love, as accommodative as a paragraph.

Love needn't be reciprocalHow else can we love the dead?
The earth loses ownership of dead trees.
! imagine my funeral sometimes.
You, for whom the guitar is an integer of sadness,
you who thought ! was invincible like crushed paper, saying,
"My world has Iost its chlorophyll".
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Eating Light

The harvest of appearance is our first toy.
I look at the infant and wonder
How might a fallen fruit look at the parent tree?
Our faces are candles, light always a newborn.
The loneliness of light, of spies of beauty
the museums inside our eyes,
the breastless trees inside them.
Where do their shadows live at night?

-

-

Trees - only trees - know that light has corners.
Our eyes are sandpaper, they blunt the edges of memory.
The world is a green room.
When I emerge out of it as a tree,
my body moves like a wrapped gift.
And I stand still, confusing bones for branches.
I imagine transparent trees.
Tree shadows are Russian dolls, hiding the plural.
I hid inside a shadow once, Iike animals do inside trees.
lrnagine a painter hiding inside5l* sanvas.
I was once that artist of shadows.
Darkness left me comatose.
This hunger for Iight, this for becoming tree.
When a sapling grows, so does its shadow.

-

My palm evens out everything
cloth, soil, skin, hair.
So everything carries the weight of my hand,
everything except the tree and its accidents.
Night, I learn, is for shadows to renew their glue.
Trees do not need thermometers of privacy.
This retreat into themselves,
away from light's masturbation.
I rub my eyes, I'm wiping away what I just imagined
sex between a shadow and a tree inhabitant.
When I close my eyes to see, again, to repeat the fishnet dream,
I only see a "No Parking" sign beside a tree's shadow.

-
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How to Draw a Tree

The way you sometimes shout in the dark,
making of your words a torchlight with which to tear the
blackness,
that is how you draw a tree.
Yes, the ear as eye; and later, spit as paint.
The tree's had its artists.
You could be a bird, who only knows the tree scalp.
You could be an earthworm, who thinks the tree is only its
roots.
But you are middleman, you think the tree a person.
And so you draw it at eyelevel.

You know that there are many you ignore:
Nandalal, in Santiniketan, who said that a tree should be drawn
Iike it grows from the soil to the sky;
the Europeans - draw a tree as if you were rain, pouring on it
from above.
Wasn't that how the 'Nude' was born?
But you thought a kiss the best painting, lips on lips, two pairs
of feet on levelled earth.
You wanted to create a new genre. You wanted to call it'Equal'.
For in no painting was the painted the painter's comrade.
You'd give it to the tree. This crumpled equality.
You loved its amateur art, you indulged its Outsider Art.
Until you saw the tree as a plagiarist.
The tree had copied itself. That is how a tree paints a tree.
All birth-giving is an experiment with SelfPortrait.
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